
Building an AC adapter for the Pentax K-r or K-30 camera 
By Jim Johnson, February 2013 

 
IF you can find it in stock, the Pentax K-AC109 AC Adapter Kit for our K-r or K-30 cameras goes for a 
minimum of US$70. It is rated as 8.3VDC, at 2.0A.  

 
The working end of the AC adapter is a fake battery pack. The LiON battery it emulates, the D-LI109, 
is rated at 7.4v. 
 
You can also use 4 AA batteries on the K-r using the D-BH109 adapter … so we know that the 
camera will run on up to 8.3v and likely at least as far down as 4v.  
 
I was going to rig a cheap US$3 Chinese knockoff of the US$30 D-BH109 adapter (identical down to 
the tiny little screws and shape of the battery contacts) to a regulated 6vdc supply. 
 
And then I spotted this on Amazon for under US$11. It is a cheap Chinese knockoff of Canon’s AC 
adapter for its EOS T3 camera. 

   
You’ll notice it also uses a fake battery pack. Sadly close but not close enough to the Pentax battery 
pack. The output is 7.4VDC at 2A. Which as you will note is the same as the Pentax LiON battery 
pack. 
  



Step 1- carefully crack up the fake battery pack and remove the circuit board with the connector. Pay 
careful attention to which tab is negative and which tab is positive. 
 

  
 
After you remove the card, mark the + and – on the bottom. Then snip off the brass tabs leaving the 
wires. 

 
 
Step 2- Find the TOP of the battery pack (you probably insert it with the camera upside down) with 
the metal patches that line up with the contacts at the top of the camera’s battery compartment. Look 
at the photo and scratch in the + and  - so you know which contacts you will use to connect to the AC 
adapter. I advise you to not disassemble the AA adapter. It can be difficult to reassemble.  
 

  



Step 3- Trim the battery rails so the card and power supply connector will fit into the center. 

 
 
Step 4- Find the BOTTOM of the AA adapter and remove the area shown. Removing one screw will 
make this task easier. This will allow the power cord to exit the camera. 

 
 
  



Step 5- position the jack and connector within the body of the AA adapter as shown. 

 
Notice the two wires sticking out the side of the adapter? This will make soldering easier. 
 
Step 6- Use some silicone sealant to cement the board in place – but don’t get carried away at this 
point. 

  



Step 7- Drill a small hole to pass the positive wire to the previously marked battery terminal 

 
 
Step 8- Solder the positive and negative wires between the mounted circuit board and the 
corresponding battery terminals. 

 
 

 



Step 9 – Make sure your solder joints work 

  
 

 
 
  



Step 10- Okay, now fill in the center section of the AA adapter with silicone sealant. This is mostly to 
make sure there is no way to accidently create a short circuit. Do not go above the tops of the battery 
rails or the adapter will no longer slide into the camera. 
When it all dries, you have a AC adapter for your K-r or K-30 camera. 
 

 
 
Note: I used black ‘liquid electric tape’ to top coat the silicone. The purpose was purely cosmetic. 
 
 
Materials List 

 Chinese copy of the D-BH109 AA adapter (eBay) 
 Chinese copy of the Canon EOS T3 AC adapter (Amazon) 
 8 inches / 20cm 22 gauge wire (found around the house) 
 Electronics solder (been using the same spool for ten years)  
 Tube of silicone sealant (local hardware store) 
 (Optional) Liquid Electric Tape (local hardware store) 

 
Tools Used 

 Sharp sturdy pocket knife 
 Small drill bit and drill 
 Soldering iron 
 (Optional) cheap volt-ohm meter to check connections and voltage 

 


